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No. 5

NOW IS THE HOUR!
of the greatest misconceptions in the
S OME
public mind about economic matters surround

the subject of booms and depressions. It is popularly, one might almost say universally, supposed
that the prevention of boom and depression is the
sole responsibility of governments and the banking system; and that so long as these institutions
do their job properly, the rest of the community
can be left to "go its own sweet way," without
impairing economic stability. This is an exceedingly dangerous attitude. The truth is that 'neither
the Commonwealth Government nor the banks
can, of themselves, even with the best-conceived
plans and the most impeccable foresight, assure
Australia against a repetition of the boom-depression cycle of the inter-war years. Without cooperation, and self-discipline and a sense of
responsibility on the part of the whole community, nothing that the Government and the
banks can do will be suffiicent to avoid the
extremes of inflation and deflation, with fluctuating employment and business conditions.
The calamity of 1929-33 was not, as is popularly supposed, primarily due to a failure of
wisdom and foresight on the part of the Commonwealth Government and the banks—in fact,
the banks in many respects acted more intelligently and with a greater sense of social responsibility than most other sections of the community.
The disastrous impact which the Great World
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(continued)

Depression had on Australia was not mainly the fault of
the banks nor the Government. It was the fault of the
community as a whole. This was made clear in the report of
the Banking Commission, the most exhaustive and authoritative document on the financial aspects of the 1929 'crisis.
Booms and depressions are not due so much to institutions
and systems, as to the frailties, the greed and short-sightedness
of human nature. Economic stability is impossible in an unstable, irresponsible, uninformed (or misinformed) community. If another depression, or serious recession, should
occur in Australia, everyone will cast about for a scapegoat.
Few will stop to consider whether their own activities—or
lack of activity—have played any part in bringing it about.
Casting out the mote in its own eye is not an occupation at
which the human species excels.

GREATER SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY
If, when a boom is threatening, trade unions demand higher
and higher wages and workers restrict production, employers
aim at excessively high , profits and pay excessively high dividends, primary producers insist on having all their cake at
one swallow, and consumers recklessly spend their inflated
incomes without much thought for the morrow, then the
most intelligent governmental and banking policies in the
world will be helpless to prevent the day of reckoning. And
if, when the black clouds of depression loom on the economic
horizon, employers .rush for cover and unnecessarily contract
their activities, trade unions resist the inevitable' adjustments
to new conditions, and the community as a whole, overcome
with fear, passively awaits the dawn of a more hopeful prospect, then depression we will most' certainly have—and in its
most acute form.
The achievement of economic stability—an achievement
which has hitherto been denied the modern industrial communities—demands a greater economic wisdom and a more
highly-developed sense of social responsibility on the part of
all sections of the people.

DANGEROUS INFLATIONARY BOOM
It is well that these facts should be thoroughly understood
just at the present time; for we have now reached a critical
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point in the economic. cycle. Over the last twelve months
the post-war inflationary trend has perceptibly quickened.
Prices and costs have been rising more rapidly, much more
rapidly, than at any time since the end of the war. Primary
producers are receiving unprecedented incomes from the
"Himalayan" levels of prices ruling overseas for wool, wheat
and other commodities. Business turnovers are expanding and
business profits (in money terms) are now at a higher level
than at any time for twenty years. Share values are continuing
to move upward. Wages in money terms—and possibly in
real purchasing power — have never been higher, and show
every sign of increasing further. The total quantity of money
possessed by the public—both by private people and business
institutions—is at an exceedingly high level, and continues to
increase more rapidly than the resources and commidities on
which it can be spent. The labour shortage is today much
more pronounced than twelve months ago.
. These conditions could very easily degenerate into an inflationary boom of the most unhealthy and dangerous kind. This
is a time, if ever there were a time, when a great effort of
economic self-restraint and self-discipline is called for on the
part of all responsible sections of the nation. If we wish to
avoid a serious recession "now is the hour"— and it • is a very
late hour.
PRICES AND PROFITS POLICY

The business and industrial community is especially concerned. Price control has recently been 'removed from some
30,000 commodities. Price subsidies have been greatly reduced
—they are now payable on only one or two key items such
as tea. The sellers' market still prevails over the great proportion of consumer and capital goods. In this situation. the
temptation to seek maximum monetary returns, to make
exorbitant profits, and to pay higher dividends by pushing up
prices to what the market will stand, will be difficult to resist.
It is supremely important that it should be resisted. For a
policy of charging what the market will bear, pursued under
present circumstances, would only serve to hasten on the
boom, and ultimately to bring about those 'conditions of
rapidly falling prices and turnovers, which are in the interests
of all businesses to avoid. Moreover, it would be very difficult
for business to justify its demand for lower taxation if gross
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profit and gross shareholders' returns are permitted to rise to
higher levels during the current financial year. Rapidly rising
prices and profits would also constitute an open invitation to
labour to press vigorously forward with its claim for higher
wages, quite apart from those increases it can expect to obtain
from the normal cost-of-living adjustments. And when prices
and dividends are soaring it is not easy to make a convincing
case against wage and salary increases.
TIME TO STRENGTHEN RESERVES
A distinction should be made between exorbitant or excessive profits and reasonably high profits. At a time of rising
costs and prices and buoyant turnovers it is, of course, inevitable that businesses should make high profits—higher, that is,
than they can expect to make should prices fall and spending
and demand drop away. If business is to be properly fortified
to meet bad weather conditions, then it must be in a position
to build up strong reserves when the weather is favourable.
And this is important not only for business concerns themselves, but for the whole community, because nothing would
serve to bring on more rapidly a serious depression than a
succession of business failures with a virtual cessation of dividend payments. At the present time, therefore, businesses
should endeavour to strengthen their financial position by a
generous reserve policy and resist the temptation to pay
abnormally high dividends out of their earnings. This is the
most important contribution that business can make to
economic stability and to the protection of the community
against the time of recession.
ACTION IN THE UNITED STATES
Other countries, faced with similar conditions of threatened
boom, have foreseen , the danger and have attempted to forestall it. In the United States, the Committee for Economic
Development (an organisation of prominent businessmen
launched during the war), urged industrial concerns to resist
the tendency to price increases and to cut prices wherever
possible. Several of the great industrial corporations, notably
The General Electric Company, made all-round price reductions in an endeavour to set an example to the business community and to help to curb the wage-profit-price spiral. More
recently, in May, 1948, the Joint Economic Committee
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appointed by Congress to investigate the high cost of living,
recommended that "business should adopt moderate price and
profit policies, and labour adopt reasonable wage and productivity attitudes, thus achieving price reductions wherever
possible."
The fact that these efforts have not, so far, been very successful does not prove that they are misdirected. Inflation,
and the fear of further inflation, is the main topic of public
interest in the United States at the present time, and it is
clear that one of the main ways in which these fears can be
allayed is through policies along the lines which have been
recommended . by responsible business groups in that country.

SIR STAFFORD CRIPPS' POLICY
In Britain, the efforts to control inflation have been more
successful. The essence of the British policy lies in the attempt
to prevent money incomes—mainly wages and profits—increasing at the source. •
As a result of action by the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
Sir Stafford Cripps, reciprocal undertakings were given by the
Trade Union Congress to refrain from pressing for wage
increases, and by the Federation of British Industries, the
Association of British Chambers of Commerce, and the
National Union of Manufacturers to attempt to obtain the
support of the members in checking advances in prices and
profits. In a joint report to the Chancellor, these three
employer organisations stated that prices should be reduced
wherever possible and that manufacturers should attempt to
bear an increased proportion of rising costs. The report
recommended that dividends should not exceed the amount
distributed in the last financial year: "Subject to exceptional
cases, the gross amount distributed by a business by way of
dividends in the current year should not exceed the gross
amount distributed in its last financial year."

•
EMPLOYERS AND ECONOMIC STABILITY

It is not suggested that the recommendations of the Federation of British Industries and the oilier representative
employer bodies should serve as a model for Australia. Nor
is it suggested that, if costs continue to rise, either because of
internal wage increases or external pressures, it would be possible for businesses to refrain from increasing prices. It is the
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spirit, rather than the letter, of the action taken by British
employers which is important for Australia.
Employers, as much as any other section of the community,
in the end stand to gain from economic stability and to lose
from economic instability. It is, at present, not merely•in the
national interest but in their own interests that businesses
should adopt an attitude of moderation and restraint in their
prices and profit policies.
THE FUTURE OF THE ENTERPRISE
Moreover, there is much more than the long-run financial
interest of business at stake. There is the whole future of the
traditional economic system of the British communities, free
enterprise, to be considered. Few can doubt that another
economic collapse of the 1929-33 proportions would deal a
fatal blow at private enterprise. It is true that a depression
of this magnitude would, on present indications, seem to be
most improbable—but it is always possible. However, something short of a major depression, a serious recession, with
mounting unemployment, business bankruptcies, falling turnovers and profits and a collapse of business confidence, is by
no means beyond the bounds of possibility. On the contrary,
if we fail to prevent the boom from getting out of hand, it
is almost a logical certainty. And a severe recession, while
it might not be fatal to private enterprise, could have profound political repercussions which would be anything but
favourable to business interests.
The truth is—as it always has been—that the survival and
prosperity of the ship of free enterprise depends upon those
who work it and guide its destinies from day to day. Propaganda and politics can do little unless the captain of the ship
has the safety of the crew at heart. The salvation of free
enterprise, in the final summing up, is in its own hands.
Nothing will save private business from the encroachments
and depredations of governments, the dead hand of bureaucratic control, the socialist, the planner and the demagogue,
except its own vision and its own good deeds. This is a time
of all times when vision and good deeds are abundantly
necessary.
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The Vanishing Race
1939 the position of a large and important section of
SINCE
the middle-income groups has undergone an ominous de-

terioration. This section comprises most of the professional
and expert skill and intellectual talent of the state—teachers,
university professors, doctors, lawyers, clergymen, scientists,
engineers, architects salaried executives and administrators.
To say that these people have been harshly dealt with by
economic fate and political neglect since 1939 is to understate the case. The bare truth is that the whole position of
this key and indispensable section of 'the community is now
seriously endangered. Their material position has been
weakened; their customary way of life undermined; the
leisure time available to them for cultural and intellectual
pursuits and for voluntary service, severely curtailed.
INFLATION AND TAXATION
These sections of the community are always hard hit by
inflation. Unlike those of the wage-earning masses, their incomes do not readily respond to rising prices and, as a consequence, their purchasing power is steadily eaten into by
inflation. It is true, of course, that the average level of money
salaries has increased quite substantially since 1939, but there
is equally no doubt that this increase has been far outstripped
by the rise in prices since that time. The middle-income
groups have a wider range of expenditure than the wageearner, and many of the things they are accustomed to purchase have risen much more in price than those commodities
and services which absorb the great proportion of the wageearner's income.*
Moreover, the middle income sections, both during the war
and since, have borne much more than their just share of the
tax burden. The rich and the well-to-do have suffered
severely from heavy taxation, but, unlike the middle incomes,
they have been able to some extent to maintain their accustomed standards by drawing on their reserves of capital. The
net income of the wealthy investor is meagre indeed when
*

'One of the main objectives of price subsidies has been to protect the
standards of living of the wage-earner by keeping down the prices of the
essentials of life.
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placed alongside his pre-war income, but, by comparison with
other sections of the community, he has received some assistance from the considerable appreciation over the last seven
or eight years in the value of his investments. Share values
are on average about 50% higher today than in 1939—
although this hardly compensates for the reduced purchasing
power of the £1 brought about by price inflation.
AT THE EXPENSE OF THE MIDDLE INCOMES
There is no hiding the fact that the improvement in the
position of the wage-earning sections' of the community since
1939—and it has been considerable—has been very largely
at the expense' of the middle income groups. The average
wage-earner's income in real . purchasing power has risen
fairly appreciably, he is enjoying more leisure—the working
week is shorter, holidays longer—he is more secure in his
employment, he works under better conditions, and he has
benefited notably by the great expansion of social services of
which he is the main beneficiary. But this advancement in
the general economic status of the wage-earner, while
altogether desirable, has been financed not out of the proceeds
of improved productivity—there are virtually none—but at
the expense of other sections of the community, and particularly of the more highly-educated middle-income groups.
The 40-hour week is imposing additional burdens on these
groups. The wage-earner is not nearly so adversely affected
by the higher costs of the 40-hour week as those whose
incomes lag behind increasing prices.
It is impossible for the parent, receiving say an annual.
income in the region of £1,000, to look forward to providing
his children, or at any rate, more' than one or two of his
children, with a public school and university education. The
£1,000 income of 1948 is equivalent to little more than the
£500 income of 1939, while the cost of education has risen.
In education, and in other matters such as provision for sickness, old-age and retirement,' the members of the administrative and professional sections will be forced more and more
in the future, if the present trend continues, to fall back upon
the bounty of the state.
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DECLINE IN HOME STANDARDS

The standards of home-life of many of these people have
fallen tremendously since 1939. Housewives and mothers in
this section of the community find it impossible under today's
conditions to maintain the standards and way of life of the
pre-war years, or those which were accepted as the natural
order of things by their parents. Domestic help and nursing
assistance for the children, even if they were obtainable, are
now beyond the reach of the many members of the middleincome grades. The average mother is subjected to an unceasing routine of domestic chores, and is restricted :to very
limited social contacts and a minimum of recreation and
entertainment. Nor can her husband—no matter how
important his occupation to the community—escape his share
of house-cleaning, shopping and tending and minding the
children. The business executive with a responsible post must
forego work for several days to look after his wife in bed with
influenza. The rising young doctor, after performing an
exacting operation, returns home to wash the dishes. This is
not exaggeration. These things are happening every day. The
work of running the home is making serious inroads into the
time which in other days used to be devoted to charitable
work, and to study, reading, discussion, in fact to all those
activities which enrich the mind and enlarge the mental
perspective.
Those who would argue this new state of affairs is superior
to the old should be left in no doubt about its implications.
For in the past, the standards of comfort, the leisure time, the
social and intellectual contacts which representatives of the
administrative and professional groups have enjoyed, have
been in large part responsible for the contributions they have
been able to make to the national life. We cannot expect to
obtain the highest type of leadership if we destroy the condi' tions that make that leadership possible.
It is to claim no special indulgence or superior merit for
these sections of the community to assert that this deterioration is a serious thing for Australian society. For in common
with other sections, the professional and administrative group
makes its own special contribution to the enrichment and
variety of the life of the state.
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POORLY REWARDED

These people, unlike the wealthy, are compelled by their
economic position to make their own way in life. Unlike the
manual worker, they cannot, if they wish to succeed, work
to the clock. The 40-hour week does not enter into their
scheme of things. To acquire their skill and understanding,
and at considerable financial sacrifice, they go through a long
period of arduous and expensive training and education. In
some cases, for instance those of the medical and legal professions, it may be the best part of ten years before they can
hope to make a worthwhile living.
Sections of the professional group, notably school teachers
and university lecturers, clergymen and those possessing
qualifications of high cultural value are notoriously poorly
rewarded. Australia has not been generous to its educated
sons and there are possibly few if any nations among the
more advanced, where the man with a university degree has
been less appreciated or worse treated. Not a few of our' very
best brains have migrated to other countries where the
avenues of opportunity are broader and the possibility of a
satisfying career immeasurably greater. Outstanding talent
and educational qualifications are a form of export that
Australia cannot afford.
The business community is to some extent to blame for this.
It has, on the whole, been slow to realise the potentialities of
the highly-educated man, slower to reward him generously,
and reluctant to grant him that status to which he is entitled
by virtue of his knowledge and talents. It is paying today
for this neglect. In recent years, not a small part of the
appeal of socialism for the university-trained man has sprung
from the fact that the Labour Party has been prepared to
find satisfactory opportunities in public service for people
highly educated in the social sciences, when the avenues elsewhere have been virtually closed.
These professional sections of the community have now
been cruelly hit by heavy taxation and the war and post-war
inflation. The rewards for the possessor of say a high scientific
qualification and for the relatively untrained have been
dangerously narrowed. A qualified biochemist may expect
a salary of around £400 a year, which is no more than, and
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possibly not as much as, can be obtained in many ordinary
clerical posts. Newspaper advertisements show that a
demonstrator in zoology is offered £320, while a domestic
assistant £260 plus keep. The examples could be multiplied.
Unless these conditions are changed, the young, intelligent
ambitious man will more and more ask himself why he should
undergo a difficult and expensive educational course to acquire
some advanced qualification, when, by starting immediately
in routine commercial employment, he can earn a comparatively lucrative salary. This state of affairs in the long run
can only be disastrous for the community which fails to
correct it.
The general outlook for the educated man has become
infinitely worse since the late John Buchan (Lord Tweedsmuir) felt constrained to write eight years ago in his
•
autobiography "Memory-Hold-The-Door":
"I have had much to do with young men on several
continents and in many countries, and I regard this shrinking of opportunity as one of the gravest facts of our age.
It will remain an urgent matter long after the guns are
silent. Somehow or other we must make our social and
economic world more fluid. We must widen the approaches
so that honest ambition and honourable discontent may
have elbow-room. If not, youth will cease to be young,
and that will be the end of everything."
POLITICAL ROLE
In their political outlook, both because of their experience
and their intellectual qualities, the professional and administrative sections—particularly in Australia—tend to cynicism.
Their experience so far has taught them to expect little consideration from the major political parties, while their mental
abilities preclude them from accepting blindly much of the
political nonsense and half-truths that emanate from partisan
political quarters. This section stands, as its name denotes,
not only in the middle of the social and economic gradation,
but also in the middle so far as political policy is concerned
—between nationalisation and unrestricted private ownership,
between unlimited state control and untrammelled free enterPage One Hundred and Thirty-One
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prise, between gross inequality and drab equality. It is a
, stabilising influence in the inherently unstable world of
politics, a safeguard against the violence of revolutionary
doctrines, and an assurance that democratic values and institutions will prevail.
INDEPENDENT AND INDIVIDUALISTIC
In another sense, too, this section is a great force for the
ultimate triumph of democratic values and the democratic
way of life. The essence of the democratic creed stems from
a belief in the integrity and inherent virtue of the individual
person as an individual. And it is in these sections that are
found many of the most individualistic members of the community, both in political thought and in economic station.
Within the professional and administrative groups exist wide
divergencies in political thinking. A scientist, working
shoulder to shoulder—and with more or less complete intellectual agreement on the problems which confront him—
with his brother scientist, often holds widely different political
views. The educated sections are, on the whole, the least
organised politically of any part of the community and they
neither think nor vote as a mass.
Economically, they have been up till recently independent
both of the bounty of the state and of the charity of the rich.
They pay for their own medical expenses, for the education
of their children, they largely provide for the needs of their
retirement and old-age. .In this section of the community the
virtue of thrift is most vigorously exercised. They save by
restricting their current consumption and in order to build
up and protect their standards of life and provide the best
possible opportunities for their offspring. To compel this
part of the community, which has so far "paddled its own
canoe" with inestimable benefit to the whole state, to fall
back on government benefits or on the patronage of the
wealthy is to destroy that sturdy independence, individualism
and thrift, which are their peculiar contributions to the wellbeing of society as a whole.
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A MORE DYNAMIC ROLE
But if the educated class has peculiar virtues, it has also
peculiar defects. If it is the possessor of considerable technical
and professional skill, it has not always shown a corresponding
creative or imaginative capacity. If it is a stabilising element
in our political life, it has not always revealed that dynamic
which is the mainspring of progress. It has, perhaps, up till
recently been over-conservative toward political and social
change. Moreover, it contains within itself vested interests
which are just as sticky as other pressure-groups when their
own way of life or mode of doing things is threatened. If
these sections are to some extent weak and unorganised
politically, they have themselves partly to blame. They have
tended to be apathetic and insular; while getting on admirably
with their own job they have often shown themselves to be
insufficiently • active in some of the wider political, economic
and social concerns of the community of which they are part.
The threat which has now arisen to the economic station
and to the traditional, privileges of the members of the professional and administrative classes, while in many respects to
be deplored, may at least serve the purpose of stirring them to
a more dynamic and vigorous role in the life of the state.
For the stark fact now is that they can no longer, because of
the changes for which the war is responsible, afford the
luxuries of indifference and apathy.
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Comparison of Real Incomes in Middle Income Range
1938.39 and 1947.48
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N.B.—The above graph is based on the table on page 135.
Source: Graphs and tables prepared by the staff of the Institute of Public Affairs—
Victoria from (a) Budget papers presented to Commonwealth Parliament, (b) Monthly '
Review of Business Statistics, June 1948.
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CORRECTION AND APOLOGY.
Comparison of Real Incomes in Middle Income Range-1938-9 and 1947-8.
It is with regret that we draw attention to an error on pages 134
and 135 of the October, 1948, number of "Review". These pages comprise a table and chart illustrating the decline, since 1938-9, in the real
value of incomes in the middle income range, as a consequence of tax
increases and inflationary price levels. Owing to an error in the method
of calculation the actual extent of the decline is over-stated in the table
and chart. The magnitude of the over-statement is not, however,• such
as to affect the burden of the argument which the statistics are
intended to illustrate, i.e., the serious effect of inflated prices and heavy
taxation on the economic position of large numbers of people in the middle.
income groups. Moreover, since it is a matter of common acceptance
that the "C" series Index Number of Retail Prices (which was the index
used for making allowance for price changes) considerably understates
the rise, since 1938-9, in the prices of many things which enter into the
consumption of the middle income groups, the error in the method of
calculation fortunately assumes no great importance from a practical
point of view.
The following table shows the correct comparison:1947-48
Gross Income
P.A.
Personal
Exertion

1938-39
Net Income
After Tax

•

Real Income
After Tax and
Adjustment for
Price Increases

£
£
£
326
483
500
487
749
800
583
922
1000
799
1343
1500
980
1750
2000
1269
2522
3000
Since the end of the 1947-8 financial year tax rates have been reduced.
The effect of this is, however, roughly cancelled out by a further increase
in prices leaving the position very much the same. Anticipated price
rises in the forthcoming months as a result of the removal of subsidies,
and of other causes, will, unless balanced by tax reductions, make further
inroads into the real incomes of many people in these sections of the
community.
(The statement above has been printed separately so that the reader
can paste this sheet in the appropriate place in the October issue of
"REVIEW").

Comparison of Real Incomes in Middle Income Range
1938 .39 and 1947-48
Gross Income

P.A.

Personal Exertion
f

1938.9
Tax
f

1947-8

Tax
f

Adjustment on
1947/8 income
for price increase since
1938-9 (44%)
f

Real Income
1938-9
Col. 1 less
Col. 2

Real Income
1947-8
Col. 1 less
Cols. 3 & 4

f

E

500

17

30

207

483

263

800

51

98

309

749

393

1,000

78

160

370

922

470

- 1,500

157

349

506

1,343

645

2,000

250

588

621

1,750

791

3,000

478

1,172

804

2,522

1,024

INTERPRETATION OF GRAPH AND TABLE
1. After payment of tax and allowing for the depreciated
value of the Australian 2, the real incomes remaining in
1947-8 are in several cases under 50% of corresponding
real incomes in 1938-9. Taxation and rising prices have
made severe inroads into the middle incomes. For example,
under 1947-8 tax rates, a married man with a dependent
wife and two children must earn £3,000 p.a. from personal exertion before his real income equals £1,000 p.a.
in terms of the pre-war purchasing power of the IA.
2. Child endowment at 1947-8 rates contributes approximately £20 p.a. to the income of the married taxpayer
with a wife and two children. Because this is a relatively
small amount, and as the "C Series" index understates the
rise which has occurred in the general price level, child
endowment has not been taken into account in the compilation of the graph and the table.
3. Taxation is calculated in respect of personal exertion
income of a taxpayer with a wife and two dependent
children. 1938-9 taxation is based on the combined
Commonwealth and N.S.W. taxes. 1947-8 tax figures
are for Federal Income Tax and Social Service Contribution.
4. The depreciated value of the LA is based . on the rise of
44% up to June, 1948, which has occurred since pre-war
in the "C Series" Retail Price Index (Base: average 3 years
ended June, 1939, = 1,000. June, 1948, = 1,441.)
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HE British people are waging a desperate battle for
TH

survival on empty stomachs.
The word "empty" is used in a figurative sense. It is true
that Britain is not short of food in the sheer matter of volume
or bulk. But her diet is grimly monotonous, distressingly
plain and lacking in those nutritional qualities necessary to
the highest standards of physical and mental fitness. It is
almost certainly having a profoundly dangerous psychological
effect on the British people and on their ability to maintain
their ancient and accustomed place of influence and leadership
in the world arena. In a message from England a few weeks
ago the Leader of the Federal Opposition, Mr. Menzies, stated
that three or four months on an Australian diet would help to
put red blood into British policies, as well as into British
bodies.
STARTLING REDUCTION IN IMPORTS
Despite an increase of 5% in her population, the United
Kindom imported much less food in 1947 than in 1938.
Imports of food on a per-head basis show the following
startling comparison.
U.K. FOOD IMPORTS (LBS. PER HEAD PER ANNUM)
1938
Grain and Flour .. .. ..
472
.. ..
73
Meat.. .. .. .. ..
.. .. ..
Dairy Produce
35
Fruit and Vegetables .. ..
100
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
140
Sugar, etc.
Source: U.K. Trade Accounts, December, 1947.

1947
268
63
24
66
106

These figures bear vitally upon the current production and
export drives aimed at the re-establishment of the British
economy on a paying basis. The human being is the weakest
link in every plan, and without adequate food, the people of
Britain, notwithstanding their historic qualities of endurance
and determination, cannot be expected to achieve their best.*
• See

Page 147 for comparison of present day with pre-war standards of food
consumption in Britain.
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AUSTRALIA DROPS TO FIFTH POSITION
What' is not well understood in Australia is that the British
battle for economic survival is also Australia's battle. A
strong Australia is inconceivable without a strong British
Empire and a strong Empire inconceivable without a strong
Britain. There can be no strength at the extremities, if the
heart is beating faintly. It is, therefore, to say the least,
extremely disquieting—and extremely astonishing—to find
that, from being Britain's largest supplier of foodstuffs before
the war, Australia in 1947 had dropped to fifth position. We
had been outstripped by the United States, Canada, the
Argentine and New Zealand.
An indication of our record in relation to other countries
may be gained from the following table showing imports by
the United Kingdom from her principal suppliers:—
IMPORTS OF FOOD BY THE U.K., 1938-1947. £m STG.
Grain and
Flour
1938 1947

Australia ..
New Zealand
Canada
Argentine
U.S.A. ..
Others ..

Meat
1938 1947

Dairy
Produce
1938 1947

Other
1938 1947

Total
1938 1947

14
—
19.
8
16
18

4
—
89
24
19
5

11
15
7
21
3
33

17
30
20
49
8
23

11
20
3
1
—
45

16
33
14
1
41
20

10
1
7
3
15
126

8
1
7
16
30
283

46
36
36
33
34
222

46
64
130
90
98
331

75

141

90

147

80

125

162

345

407

758

Source: U.K. Trade Accounts, December, 1947.

As food prices in the United Kingdom have more than
doubled since 1938, values for 1947 would need to be more
than halved in order to gain some idea of changes in quantities.
Even when all allowances have been made for the possibility
that Australian prices were relatively low and the fact that
in 1947 Australian exports of wheat and flour to Britain were
abnormally small because of the diversion of large supplies
to meet pressing demands in India, the Australian figures
are profoundly disturbing. We exported less, even in values,
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in 1947 than in 1938 and dropped from first to last of "the
big five."
POST-WAR POSITION
The following table compares the quantities of the main
Australian exports to the United Kingdom since the war with
the pre-war level:—
AUSTRALIAN EXPORTS TO U.K. AND TOTAL EXPORTS
UNITED KINGDOM.
1938-9. 1946-7. 1947-8.
million lbs.
Wheat .. .. .. .. .. .. 1934
238
237
Mutton and Lamb .. .. 181
Bacon, and Pork .. ..
30
Tinned Meat .. .. .. ..
12
Butter .. .. .. .. .. 217
Cheese .. .. .. .. ..
36
Milk and Cream .. ..
3
69
Canned Fruit .. .. ..
Raisins and Currants .. 115
Apples and Citrus .. .. 174
12
Sugar .. .. .. .. .. .. 878
380

0
' 200
153
157
17
'71
117
41
9
'70
54
11
30
33
247

972
94
205
115
*

170
*
•
*
°
•

360

1938-9.

TOTAL.
1946-7.

3788
1450
272
187
32
15
230
36
19
82
164
239
14
992
867

731
1530
180
164
25
120
134
54
-106
72
91
55
66
263
1211

1947-8.

3627
1594
231
123
9
94
185
51
98
85
93
168
59
225
951

• Not available.
Source: Commonwealth Statistician's Overseas Trade Reports.

It is clear that despite the critical post-war food situation
in Britain, in many of the main items of food Australia is
supplying smaller quantities than before the war.
EFFECT OF WAR

Admittedly, there are extenuating circumstances. Primary
production in Australia was harder hit by the impact of the
war than most other industries, and was probably affected to
a much greater extent than farm production in the other
main exporting countries. In the early stages of the war,
recruitment of men for the Services took large numbers from
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primary industry. Production and importation of tractors
and other farm machinery were severely curtailed and supplies of fertiliser reduced to a minimum in quality as well as,
quantity. Soil fertility was very seriously affected. The
proper maintenance of farm properties was impossible because
of the shortage of labour; fences and buildings fell into disrepair and noxious weeds and vermin flourished. At the
cessation of hostilities the world was tragically short of food
and Australian rural industry, largely because of forces outside its own control, was deplorably ill-equipped to make its
contribution toward world recovery.
NO POSITIVE POLICY
For the most part that was unavoidable. The real ground
for criticism is not what happened during the war but the
fact that since the end of the war there has been no vigorous
positive policy to restore the primary industries and to boost
the production of the foodstuffs and raw materials, of which
the world, and particularly Britain, are so desperately in need.
The artificial bias in favour of the manufacturing industries, brought about by the war-time concentration on munitions production, has been allowed to persist since the end of
the war. The numbers engaged in agricultural and pastoral
pursuits dropped from 19 per cent: of the total labour force
in 1938-9 to 16 per cent. in 1946-7. Over the same period
the numbers engaged in manufacturing increased from 20 per
cent. to 25 per cent. of the total labour force. Upon demobilisation many rural workers, attracted by conditions in
the city industries, did not return to their former occupations. The labour shortage in the primary industries has not
been improved by the introduction of the 40-hour week into
most city occupations, or by the tendency of manufacturing
firms to seek additional labour by setting up plants in country
areas.
The primary industries are now desparately short of labour.
This is one of the main causes of lagging production. The
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others are the high level of taxation, which is felt more
directly by the farmer than by most other producers, and the
continued shortage of farm machinery and equipment. Each
particular branch of primary production has its own peculiar
problems, but these three causes of under-production are
common to all.
Despite the world food shortage and the distressing
scarcity of the right kinds of foods in the Mother Country,
the situation has been allowed to drift. Comparatively little
has been done to stimulate the production of equipment and
supplies of, materials for the primary industries and to redivert labour into rural production.
RECORD WORLD PRICES

The true position is to some extent obscured by the record
prices being obtained for the products of the land. Immense
export incomes are being achieved at the present time because
of the fantastically high world prices for food and raw
materials. Wheat has risen from 29d. per bushel in 1939 to
204d. per bushel in 1948—an increase of 700 per cent—and
the average price of greasy wool from 10d. to 40d. per pound
—an increase of 300 per cent. Should these prices slump the
shock to the Australian economy would be severe. One of the
means of countering a fall in prices would be a large increase
in the quantities exported. But with taxation at present levels,
and while the labour shortage in rural industries is permitted
to continue, there is little prospect of this occurring.
Mechanical equipment and farming materials in the increased
quantities required are also unlikely to be obtained unless some
means of assisting firms engaged in their manufacture is
devised. The physical deterioration of equipment and of
farming properties during the war was considerable, and little
.has yet been done to correct it. The primary industries are
inadequately equipped to meet the pressing demands of the
current world shortage of foodstuffs, or, indeed, to cope with
the impact of world competition which in due course must
be felt.
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SOLUTION NOT EASY
The solution to the problem is not easy. The difficulties
should have been foreseen and resolutely tackled long before
this. A labour shortage in primary industry appears to be
inescapable whilst secondary and other industries in metropolitan areas are absorbing labour to supply demands largely
created by soaring export incomes. Until the present high
level of economic activity recedes or unless strong measures
of disinflation are undertaken, the economy • must maintain
its artificial distortions and drain labour away from areas
Where it is most urgently needed. Direction of labour is of
course politically impracticable. Shortages of mechanical
equipment will continue whilst there are bottlenecks in the
production of steel and in the labour needed for the manufacture of essential supplies.. Importation of equipment,
especially tractors, is hampered by dollar shortages and export
quotas fixed by producing countries, such as the United
States.
RELATION TO THE DOLLAR PROBLEM
One of the most serious aspects of the failure of Australia
to provide Britain with greater quantities of food is that
Britain is forced to spend scarce dollars, needed for industrial
re-equipment, on foodstuffs from Canada and the United
.States. Before the war Britain was importing less than onethird of her requirements of foodstuffs from the hard-cur•ency 'areas; in 1947 she imported about one-half from these
sources. There is little prospect of any longrterm solution to
the dollar problem unless trade can be greatly expanded
within the sterling area. Quite apart, therefore, from considerations of common humanity there are over-powering
reasons why Australia should make special efforts to increase
food exports to Britain. But without large-scale reinforcement of manpower and equipment, our primary, industries
will continue to operate below capacity.
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STATISTICS AND NOTES
Statistics and notes on production and export trends in the
main Australian primary industries are given on this and the
following pages:—

WHEAT
World wheat production and export trends have changed
considerably since the pre-war years. .The statistical position
of the four main exporting countries is outlined in the
following table:—
Australia U.S.A.

1934-8 Average Production • •
Exports . . .
1946-7 .Production • .
Exports . . .
1947-8
Production • .
Exports . . .

4.2
2.8
3.2
1.3
6.0
3.8

Canada Argentine

Million Metric Tons
19.5
7.2
1.3
4.8
31.5
11.4
10.6
6.4
36.0
9.0
13.2
6.1

6.6
' 3.3
5.6
1.7
6.1
2.8

Source: U.S. Office of Foreign Agricultural Relations.
Commonwealth Statistician's Summary of Wheat Industry—May, 1948.
United Nations Monthly Bulletins of Statistics—September, 1947,
April, 1948.
Note: Export figures include Flour.

The tremendous increase in American production and
exports is very significant. North American wheat producers
received a stimulus during the war when,, because of the
shorter haul, they became the main suppliers of the United
Kingdom. Australian acreages on the other hand were
restricted and labour drawn away. The true position of Australia at the present time is partly obscured by the abnormal
output in 1947-8 when wheat. yields were 16 bushels per acre
as compared with the average for 1934-8 of 12 bushels per
acre.* This should not be allowed to detract attention from
• On present indications the current year's crop will be much smaller. The
acreage sown has been reduced by about two million acres.
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the acute problems of the industry arising from shortages of
labour and machinery. With the end of the world wheat
shortage in sight and the possibility of stiff world competition,
Australia should endeavour to place her wheat industry on the
most efficient basis. In the interests of costs the industry
needs to be properly equipped and mechanised.
DAIRYING
Dairying suffers more than other sections of primary industry during periods of labour shortage. Hours of work are long
and arduous and the industry is forced to depend largely upon
family labour. There has been a tendency for herds to be
curtailed, especially with high rates of taxation and an acute
shortage of outside help. This is indicated by the following
table showing a comparison 'of the number of dairy cows and
milk production with pre-war.
1938-9.

1946-7.

2227
2601
..
Number of dairy cows in milk (000's)
..
1189
1061
Milk (million gallons) ..
Source: Commonwealth Statistician's Summary of Dairy Industry, December, 1947.

The decline in milk production in Australia is not paralleled
in other primary producing countries. The following table
shows changes in the output of fluid milk in terms of an
index 1937-9 = 100.
1937-39.

COUNTRY

1946.

94
100
100
114
100
109 "
Canada .. .. .. .. ..
Source: U.N. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, June, 1948.

Australia ..

..

..

..

..

U.S.A. .. .. .. .. .. ..
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1947.
93
114
111
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Some improvement in herds and production has been made
over the last financial year, but there is much scope for further improvement. The output of dairy products in Australia
and the proportion exported is shown in the following table:
COMMODITY

1938-9.

1946-7.

Butter 000 tons .. .. .. .. ..
% exported .. .. .. .. ..
Cheese 000 tons .. .. .. .. ..
% exported .. .. ..

204
51%
29
55%

143
42%

162
51%
41
55%

Preserved Milk 000 tons
% exported .. .. ..

30
29%

42
'57%
77
51%

1947-8.

*

Source: Commonwealth Statistician's Summary of Dairying Industry, December,
1947, and June, 1948.
• Not available.

The shortage of dairy products has been rendered most
acute because of the wartime setbacks to such European producers as Holland and Denmark. Whilst the Commonwealth
Government has attempted to stimulate production by increased prices and subsidies, the physical problems of the.
industry resulting from shortages of labour and machinery
are still serious. Until these problems are overcome, a rapid
expansion in dairy production cannot be expected. New.
seven-year contracts with the United Kingdom should contribute much towards the future financial stability of the
industry.

MEAT
Despite the acute shortage of meat throughout the world
and the great need to increase exports to Britain, production
of meat is below pre-war levels. This is in striking contrast
with other export producers who have considerably increased
production.
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MEAT PRODUCTION—MILLION LBS.
Beef and Veal.
1934-8. 1947.
Av.

Total.
Pork. Mutton and Lamb.
1934-8. 1947. 1934-8. 1947. 1934-8. 1947.
Av.
Av.
Av.

871
800 16,182
7,337 10,500
United States
7,974 12,000
4,459
270
378
780
Argentine
4,630
243
3,838
2,094
709
718
195
206
Australia
1,190
1,102
1,024
553
703
106
85
New Zealand
365
428
Source: U.S. Office of Foreign Agricultural Relations.

23,300
5,680
2,026
1,216

With meat, as in wheat, the response of U.S.A. to the world
food crisis has been outstanding. Australia has vast areas suitable for grazing and it is tragic that production should be
hindered by labour shortages and by high rates of taxation.
Refrigeration space is now available to take increased exports
of meat. But without some radical change in policy the likelihood of any rapid improvement in production appears
remote.

SUGAR
The post-war trend of the sugar industry as compared with
the pre-war position is shown in the following table:
SUGAR
AREA PRODUCTION
000 tons
000 acres
1936-7/1938-9
1945-6 .. ..
1946-7 .. ..
1947-8 .. ..

..
.
.

.

808
666
552
603
Source: Commonwealth Statistician.
362
337
324

EXPORTED

.

54
23
21
17

The sugar industry is suffering from scarcity of equipment
and supplies (especially heavy tractors commandeered for war
purposes and not replaced) and from lack of labour, particularly cane-cutters. Adequate supplies of sulphate of ammonia
are essential for obtaining high sugar yields, and this is in
short supply. Home consumption of sugar has apparently
been maintained at the expense of the export market.
The allocation of 800 Baltic migrants to the cane fields is
a step towards alleviating the labour position.
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FRUIT
Latest figures relating to the principal fruit crops indicate
a slight decline in some of the main items of production.
FRUIT PRODUCTION — 000 TONS.
1936-7/1938-9.
Av.

1946-7.

498 •
511
128
111
65
Canned Fruit ..
..
66
60
Dried Vine Fruit
84
Source: Commonwealth Statistician's Report on Food Production, February, 1948.
Fresh Fruit ..

Although adverse seasonal conditions have played some part
in the general lowering of production throughout the fruit
industry, shortages of labour, particularly of seasonal labour
for picking and processing the crop, have been a handicap.
WOOL
• A few notes on wool production, while not strictly related
to the subject matter of the article, will not be altogether out
of place.
Wool suffered severely' during the war not , only from the
shortages common to all rural industries, but from a severe
drought in 1944-5. The .sheep population rose from 111
million in 1939 to 125 million in 1942, but by 1946 had
dropped to 96 million. It is at present slowly recovering.
The latest estimate of the sheep population is 103 million.
Indications are that the building up of depleted flocks is being
retarded by heavy taxation and shortage of labour. Production
statistics for the main exporters are as follows:—
AUSTRALIA
Wool Production (greasy basis)
1936-40 average .. .. .. .. ..

ARGENTINE

Million Lbs.
1052
411
990
495
1948 (provisional estimate) ..
1040
500
Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture.

N.Z.
314
360
370

It is clear from this table that, whilst other exporters have
improved their production since the pre-war years, Australia
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has barely maintained her position. The output of fine quality
Merino wools has been severely curtailed. Production of the
finest wools has declined by roughly 40 per cent. from the
1941-2 peak. Since there is a very great world demand for .
this type of wool, the position is thus even worse than that
suggested by the overall figures. The recovery of the Merino
areas depends on good seasons, adequate labour and incentive
to build up flocks.

NOTE ON U.K. FOOD IMPORTS

(see page 137)

• Figures of food imports do not, of course, accurately reflect the reduction
in standards of food consumption in Britain. The markedly lower quantities of
food imported sincd the war have been to some extent offset by an increase in
home production and by a reduction in exports of manufactured foodstuffs. The
British people are consuming much less meat, butter, eggs, fruit and sugar than
before the war. On the other hand, they are eating more flour and cereals,
potatoes, vegetables and milk. The total energy value of the British diet
measured in calories has fallen from 3,000 calories per head per day before the
war to 2,880 in 1946-7.

The following table shows the consumption of food per
head in terms of lbs. per annum.
Pre-War.
Dairy Products (excluding Butter)
Meats (carcass weight) .. .. ..
Eggs and Egg Products .. .. ..
Oils and Fats (excluding Butter)
Sugar and Syrups .. .. .. ..
Potatoes..

.. ..

.. ..

..

..

Vegetables .. .. .. .. .

Fruit.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Grain Products .. .. .. .. ..

38.3 ,
24.8
131.7
24.5
20.2
109.9
176.0
119.8
125.9
209.8

1946-7.
49.6
10.9
119,3
21.1
22.5
81.7
292.0
129.0
97.4
231.8

Source: Cmd. 7203. Food Consumption Levels in United Kingdom.
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JUDGMENT ON BANK NATIONALISATION
— A Brief Comment —
11th August the High Court gave its judgment in
O Nthetheaction
brought to contest the constitutional validity

of the legislation to nationalise the trading banks.
A majority of the Court found invalid the two major
provisions of the 1947 Banking Act: the provision to acquire
the banks and their businesses, and the provision to prohibit
private banks from conducting banking business. The chief
grounds upon which the legislation was declared invalid were
• that, as drafted, the acquisition provisions did not provide for
just compensation as required by the Constitution, and the
prohibition provisions infringed Section 92 of the Constitution relating to freedom of interstate trade.
The judgment was of course an important victory for the
parties which contested the validity of the Act—the trading
banks and the three State Governments of Victoria, South
Q Australia and Western Australia—and, as a result, the Commonwealth Government is debarred from taking any action
under the 1947 Banking Act in its present form. However, in its judgment the Court did not give any firm
ruling upon two important points: first, whether the proposal
to compulsorily acquire the trading banks was within the
- banking powers of the Commonwealth under the Constitution; and, second, whether the acquisition of the existing
banks (as distinct from the prohibition of private banking)
would conflict with Section . 92. Two days after judgment
had been delivered the Prime Minister announced that the
Government would seek leave to appeal to the Privy Council
on certain aspects of the High Court's decision. At present,
the parties concerned are awaiting the outcome of this
application.
The institute welcomes the decision of the High Court for,
while not condemning outright the principle of nationalisation in all instances, but preferring to judge the merits and
demerits in each particular case, it is convinced that the disadvantages and dangers of a nationalised banking system
would far outweigh any possible gains. The Institute remains
firm in its belief that a system of independent, competitive
trading banks under the leadership and regulation of the
Central Bank is the best banking structure fdr this country,
conforming, as it does, to a sensible democratic balance
between the extremes of government monopoly and virtually
no centralised control at all.
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"The Quarterly Business Surveys"
T has long been apparent that there is
immense room for improvement in Ausralia in the provision of statistical inormation, and that our statistical serices, which in quality and range lag beind other advanced industrial countries,
o not measure up to modern standards
nd requirements. No criticism of the
;ommonwealth and State Statistical
ffices is implied in this statement. In
ny case, nothing is to be gained by atempting to apportion blame ; Australia
3 not a "statistically-minded" country
nd we are not, on the whole, well versed
n the proper interpretation and profitble use of statistical data. In a country
vith a small population, cost is a more
erious obstacle than in larger countries
)ossessed of more generous financial reources. Also, in recent years, business
las been hampered by lack of clerical
taff and the Commonwealth Bureau of
;ensus and Statistics by dearth of trained
)ersonnel.*
However, we have now reached a stage
vhen matters of cost and inconvenience,
tre ' far outweighed by the compelling
teed for better information, both for purloses of economic and industrial policy at
he national level and for day-to-day busiless planning. The 22 months' enquiry
)y the Commonwealth Arbitration Court
nto the 40 hours' claim served not only
;o reveal the deficiencies and gaps in
nuch of our statistical material, but also
*We are informed by the Commonwealth Bureau
,f Census and Statistics that in proportion to populaion, Canada has considerably larger statistical serices than Australia.
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to emphasise the momentous decisions
which, if they are to be soundly based,
depend upon comprehensive, accurate and
up-to-date statistical material.
Moreover, the inadequacy of factual
data has, in the past, been responsible for
much unsound theorising about the nature
and operation of the economic system.
The agitator and propagandist thrive best
where the truth is most difficult to ascertain. It is all very well to urge, as many
people do, the countering of fabrication
with fact. But what if the facts are not
available? Private enterprise in Australia has suffered severely over the last
two decades from the scarcity of information about its more important activities.
It stands to gain much in the future from
the improvement and broadening of the
nation's statistical services. If anyone
should doubt this, he should look at the
United States. In no country is there
such a wealth of statistical material, or is
the ascertainment and measurement of
economic and industrial fact pursued
more vigorously and persistently.
Sample Surveys.
One of the chief problems arises from
the lack of up-to-the-minute information.
By the time it is published much of the
statistical data in Australia is ancient history and of limited practical use for the
determination of current policy. Other
countries have endeavoured to overcome
this difficulty by the use of sample surveys. A complete population census, one
of the main purposes of which is to collect information about the size and comOVER
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position of the labour force, is, by its
nature, costly and laborious. Such a census for Australia costs half a million
pounds to collect, and from two to three
years to tabulate. By the time the results are published they are of little
direct significance for current economic
policy, apart from providing a base for
the calculation of up-to-date employment
estimates and other statistics. In Canada
and the United States similar information
is obtained by a monthly or quarterly canvass of a carefully chosen sample of 1%,
or less, of the population. By this
method it is possible to provide a reasonably accurate picture of the size and composition of the labour force within a few
weeks at a comparatively small cost.
Complete and accurate information
about the levels of wages and salaries
being paid in industry, or the extent of
investment in new buildings and equipment being undertaken by private business concerns, requires an approach to
every business undertaking. However,
in the United Kingdom the Ministry of
Labour, using the method of sampling,
makes a half-yearly survey of but a small
proportion of total establishments and
publishes information about wages and
hours within the space of a few months.
Similarly, in the United States, various
government departments have been collecting for many years information from
a sample of business firms, and publishing up-to-date records of average earnings and hours, labour turnover, stock
inventories, sales, past and prospective
capital expenditure, and a host of other
matters of first concern to the business
community.
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New Departure.

Following these examples, the Commoi
wealth Statistician instituted in 1947 a
entirely new departure in Australia
statistics.• The Bureau of Statistics
now endeavouring to collect and publis
up-to-the-minute information coverin
only a sample of firms in a series c
Quarterly Business Surveys. The sampl
of employers used in these Surveys con
prises a representative cross-section c
firms of all sizes and types--minim
manufacturing, trading, transport.
Of some 50,000 employers subject t
payroll tax, about 3,000 have been aske
to supply the information. Owing to th
greater proportion of large firms ap
proached the actual returns cover som
30 to 40 per cent. of total payrolls. Th
small sample facilities speedy analysis
and enables the Statistician to circulat,
with each Survey the results of the pre
vious enquiry conducted three month
before.
Data so far requested in the Quarterly
Business Surveys has embraced past an(
prospective capital expenditure and re
pair and maintenance expenditure
changes in the value of stocks, average
earnings of various categories of workers
and the number of employees covered b3
Commonwealth and State awards.
Capital Expenditure.

Each June and December, informatior
is being sought of approximate capita
expenditure for the preceding half-year
and of estimated expenditure for the twc
succeeding half-yearly periods. By Sep.
tember this year, the Statistician hac
published a series of half-yearly figures

lowing, for major industrial groups, the
-end in capital and 'maintenance expeniture from the beginning of 1947 to
lid-1948, together with forecasts up to
une, 1949.
This information should prove of coniderable value to businesses in assessing
lich industries are being under or over
eveloped, and to governments in timing
heir capital expenditure programmes.
be data will reveal when private investlent shows signs of slackening off, and
his will assist governments to expand
heir public works at the right time so
s to avoid the disastrous consequences
f unemployment and declining public
urchasing power in the community.
tock Inventories.
The Surveys will also provide data
bout stocks held by business at various
eriods. Values at the last annual stock%king are being requested each Septemer, together with an estimate of holdings
) date. Estimated changes since Sepember are indicated in the March surey, thus providing the basis for an in?.rim estimate of stock movements during
ae financial year.
It is recognised that overall figures of
Locks, though of key importance in asessing general economic trends, may be
nly of limited direct value to businesses.
[owever, it is hoped eventually to estiiate tock movements in separate indusrial groups for the special convenience of
usinessmen. This data should fill a large
ap in business statistics. The informal= will point the danger-sign to overccumulation of stocks, and thus help to
void the tragic bankruptcies which f ol■wed overstocking in the early 1930's.
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Labour.
In addition to information on stocks,
the Commonwealth Statistician intends
that the September and March Surveys
should cover some aspect of labour conditions. The Survey for September, 1947,
yielded details for each major industrial
group of the average wages or salaries
paid to eight separate classes of employees—manual and non-manual, each
divided into adult and junior males and
females. Unfortunately, this information is fairly difficult for employers to
extract and will not be repeated, annually,
while present staff shortages persist.
In March of this year the Survey asked
for details of employees covered, or not
covered by awards. Preliminary results
already published show the approximate
proportions of males and females in various industries and States which are not
covered by awards, or which are covered
by State and Commonwealth awards respectively. It is later hoped to estimate
the numbers of employees coming under
some of the more important individual
awards. This data has been lacking in
the past, and, in view of the far-reaching
effects of awards made by industrial tribunals, will be of the utmost value. It
will also facilitate a long overdue reweighting of the index of average weekly
wage rates published by the Commonwealth Statistician and thus a more accurate assessment of average wage levels.
Following the practice of the United
States, it is intended in due course to extend the scope of these Surveys to such
matters as labour turnover and absenteeism in various industries.
OVER
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(continued)

The Future of Quarterly Business Surveys.
Much extremely valuable information
on the national economy is being obtained
from the Quarterly Surveys and it is altogether desirable that this information
should continue to be made available. The
potentialities of the Surveys are farreaching, but if they are to be realised
the full co-operation of business firms
with the Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics is essential. The Surveys are at present voluntary—there is
no compulsion on businesses to provide
the data on which the Surveys are based.
The questionnaires are framed as simply
as possible so as to cause the minimum of
inconvenience to business organisations.
Whilst it is realised that there has been
a virtual epidemic of form-filling in recent
years, the I.P.A. considers the importance
of these Surveys to be such as to far outweigh the time and trouble necessary for
their compilation, and that it is in the
interests of the business community itself
to assist fully in the provision of the
necessary information.
The Commonwealth Statistician has informed us that, while the response up to
the present is promising, there is a great
deal of room for improvement. There are
still numbers of firms neglecting to fill
in the returns, while others are delaying
unduly in submitting the information requested. Absolute accuracy is not necessary ; speed is the all-important requirement.
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Potentialities of the Surveys.
The scope of these Surveys is flexibl
and their potentialities, so far as range a
information is concerned, virtually ur
limited. There is no fixed pattern to th
questionnaires, which can be varied fror
time to time to provide current statistic
in any new field where the need is fel
and where a sample collection is practic
able. The Commonwealth Statistician i
eager to hear from businessmen who wis:
to have statistics in fields where they ar
not at present available. The Static
tician's function is, at all times, to prc
vide the best service possible to the busi
ness community. But his success in car
rying this out is vitally dependent on th
collaboration of businessmen, both ii
supplying the information requested any
in making known their own statistical re
quirements.
The traditional economic system of thl
British communities, free private enter
prise, is in danger, not from excess, bu
from paucity of information. The pro
digous statistical resources of the Unite ∎
States have been built up only througl
the closest co-operation and understand
ing between the business world and pub
lic statistical authorities.. In this then
is a lesson for Australia, and indeed fa
all countries, where unscrupulous propa
gandists are able to fool the public be
cause of the inadequacy or misléadir.q
nature of official statistics on the nation':
economic life.

